
In psychiatric hospital because of mania for justice and freedom... 

Hello again, this time I am writing you from Aurora Hospital , which as I understand it is a hospital for 

people with mental problems..... Even though I have been here since 16.12.2015 I do not yet know my 

official diagnosis....Yet one of the nurses mentioned that according to the medication I am given, I am 

treated for mania.....? Well if so I would admit that I might have a mania for justice and freedom and firmly 

believe in it ...What’s regrettable though is that on the way me and my family were severely 

discriminated and on 17.8.2015 my father Georgi Rachev Dinkov passed away......  

Since many people ask me why I’ve been taken/forced into Aurora Hospital, let me try to briefly explain my 

part of the story. On 16.12.2015 around 6 o’clock a.m. I was waiting the train at Kannelmäki’s railway 

station (has only 2 platforms). Since there were some 10 minutes to my train I took a walk along the 

“security space yellow line” (in your country or city the colour might be different or the line could be 

missing .....). In order to check my sight recovery......,I have partially damaged sight at my left eye since I 

was 13.....something like the IV quadrant of the Descartes coordinate system is missing....and my right eye 

was attacked with pepper spray on 19.11.2015 in front of a pub in Helsinki,....- so I prolonged my walk 

about 10 meters after the line, yet along the trajectory of the security line, which is far enough from the 

rails of the train. After that I returned to the platform, but some of the passengers and quite likely the 

driver of the train going in the other direction have called the Police, which a little bit later came and took 

me to the hospital. Well that’s the brief version of my part of the story, the rest is to be seen as I am here 

already some 10 days and that in my view is long........ Regarding the latter (my forced hospitalization) I 

couldn’t fly to Bulgaria to meet Christmas with friends and family members, yet I sincerely hope that I shall 

be reimbursed fully (about 400€) which I paid for the flight, after all I have a medical document as a proof 

for not being allowed to fly..........and that I will be out off forced hospitalization as soon as possible.............. 

P.S. As of today 18.8.2016 I do not yet know my official diagnosis. So far I was suspected for paranoia,  

schizophrenia, psychosis, be polar disorder, as so far I had 2 appeals to the Finnish Police and one to the 

Bulgarian Police and Court to investigate my case, but all were blocked.......... 

Kind regards, Rosti  

http://www.hus.fi/en/medical-care/hospitals/aurora-hospital/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lfg0_FbIqqw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=diYAc7gB-0A
http://newfinns.com/index.php/item/81-crime
http://newfinns.com/index.php/item/67-our-eu
http://newfinns.com/images/doc/Sbt.pdf
https://www.google.fi/search?q=descartes+coordinates&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=643&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiHsr77ufnJAhWJDSwKHfVTDOQQsAQIXQ&dpr=1
http://newfinns.com/images/doc/FM.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cm7cFH5oXE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tTGJojKxY1A

